Notes Map for attendees at the Etap
/ Ibis hotel

ITiCSE 2011: Etap Hotel * / Ibis Hotel **
This maps shows the Etap Hotel (*) and its surrounding area
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Etap Hotel *
This is the location of the Etap Hotel (*), Kasinostraße 4-6.
Computer Science Department
This is the Computer Science Department. The working groups will meet here. The entrances are at the
ends of the "middle slash" of the E, in the center of the East and West wing of the building.
Tram/Bus Station "Rhein-/Neckarstr."
The bus/tram stops are between the different lanes; you can safely reach them is you use the traffic lights.
Make sure to go to the southern side for trams/busses going towards the conference.

Recommended walk for reaching the CS department or the conference center
Follow the Kasinostraße and cross at Bismarckstraße. Follow this street until you enter the "Herrngarten"
(the park), then take the proper route to reach the conference center or the CS department.

Starting from Bleichstraße/B26
1
Head west on Bleichstraße/B26 toward Kasinostraße/B3
2
Take the 1st right onto Kasinostraße/B3
3
Turn right onto Bismarckstraße
Destination will be on the left

Arriving at Bismarckstraße
Total: 800 m - about 2 mins
Walk to reach the CS Department
Take the straight road across Herrngarten, then swing left to reach the main entrance of the CS department
"at the central slash of the E".
This part of the walk has a length of about 300m.
Walk to reach the conference center
Walk straight through Herrngarten, then swing right as to leave the Herrngarten. Walk past the Welcome
Hotel Darmstadt and cross the streets at the traffic lights.
Distance: about 600m.
Route for tram lines #4, 5 to conference center
Get off at "Luisenplatz" and then follow the yellow line to reach the conference center.
To get to the CS department, please follow the purple line instead.
Walk from Luisenplatz to conference center
Follow "Rheinstraße" until the city castle. Enter the castle at the West, take the second turn left, leave the
castle at the North, turn right, cross the street at the traffic light.
Distance: 500m.
Tram route (#4, #5) to the CS department
Take tram #4 or #5 to "Kranichstein", get off at "Willy-Brandt-Platz" (the second stop), then cross the street
to enter the Herrngarten park. Walk straight across then left to reach the CS dept.
Route to conference using tram #2 or #9, or busses F and H
Take these trams or busses for two stops, get off at "Schloss / Marktplatz". Then follow either of the two
green lines.
Line 9
Walk along the city castle and cross the street at the traffic light after walking past the complete castle. You
now stand in front of the conference center.
Distance: about 200m
More scenic walk
Cross into the city castle and walk straight through it. Cross the moat, turn right and continue until the traffic
light. After crossing, you have reached the conference center.
Distance: 320m.
REWE supermarket
This is a supermarket that is also open on Sunday, inside the Main Station.
Walk to the closest supermarket
Follow the Bleichstraße and swing right at the end. Follow the Mornewegstraße and continue straight on
until you reach the Main Station.

Starting from Bleichstraße
1
Head west on Bleichstraße toward Steubenplatz
2
Slight right onto Steubenplatz
3
Take the 1st right to stay on Steubenplatz
4
Take the 1st left onto Mornewegstraße
5
Turn right onto Goebelstraße

Arriving at Goebelstraße
Total: 850 m - about 3 mins
Ibis Hotel **
This is the location of the Ibis Hotel (**), Kasinostraße 6. Note that the hotel is right next to the Etap Hotel
(*), so these two share the same map.
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